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# 1729 Cr.mo. Push rods + open end

preface
While I write my introduction I 
remember with some melancholy 
one the most timeless Volkwagen 
meetings from all times. The 
Volkswagen veteran meeting in 
Hessisch Oldendorf 
was organised in 
great detail. 
There were 
the nicest 
Volkswagen 
cars I’ve ever 
seen in my 
entire life, of course 
if we you love the real old 
Volkswagens.

A new Summer season, new 
products… our Abarth exhausts 
are ready, which one used to call 
in America ‘pea shooters’ and 
which figured on almost each 

Okrasa engine, we’ve got is now 
in reproduction… an incredible 
quality, complete in stainless steel! 
For the rest  the BBT research 
department works full speed, 
there are some new products 

coming, which each shop 
will be interested in! We 

hope to present you 
the following 

newsletters 
some really 
exc lus ive 
business…

The value of the Dollar 
has increased a bit, which makes 
of course that some products have 
become a bit more expensive, but 
until now we’ve always been able 
to absorb the fluctuations. The 
markets look a bit nervous forward 

to the future, at short notice the 
Dollar will gain some more ground 
against the Euro, at long notice 
they expect a deeper regression.  
But who can tell, there are so 
many factors one should take into 
account…

I hope that you’ll all learn 
something from this newsletter, 
and as usual we’ld like some 
feedback from you (better even 
bad one instead of none at all…)

For those who’ll leave these 
summer months I whish you nice 
holidays, for those others much 
fun at work, and possibly see you 
at one of the next Volkswagen 
meetings, we’ll have a drink 
together, won’t we? 

Bob
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new products

This cover sits at the back of the side and it is for the removal of the back torsion bars without 
that you need to pull of the complete body from the chassis. Sold by side and it consists of the outer 
part and the inner part for the assembly of this cover. Sold by piece for one side. Stock already 

available.

Now that we’ve got the narrowed front beams and their lamellae we couldn’t omit 
to take also the steering axles in stock which fit with the front beams. They are 

delivered with 1 long and 1 short steering axle with the accompanying 
ball joints. Sold per set for 1 car. Already some in stock.

# 0889-50 Torsion bar cover KG

Because we’ve got the narrowed front beams and their lamellae we couldn’t omit to take also the sway bars in stock, 
which fit wit these front beams. They are delivered with the assembly kit. They have a diameter of 20mm. Sold 
per kit for 1 car. Already some in stock.

# 1390-5 Front sway bar -64 / narrowed
# 1391-5 Front sway bar 65- / narrowed

As from now we won’t take any pressure plates back from the brand 
Meyle. Because our supplier doesn’t credit them anymore to us, we 

are forced to do the same! Since some time we’ve gone over to Sachs 
and here the normal warranty conditions are in force!

# 1510 Pressure plate 200mm w/o bearing
# 1511 Pressure plate 200mm w. rel.bear

This was used previously to fasten the axle boots properly. The product 
consists of a tube and clips. According to our calculations it is good for about 4 
cars with the original look tubes. Sold per set for approx. 4 cars. Stock already 
available. 

These gas caps are like original and the fit perfectly. They have a screw thread for assembly and they are delivered with lock and 
key. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0491-01 Gas cap screw with lock / OEM

# 1466 Mounting kit axle boot - OE

 # 1329-50 Steering axle kit -68 narrowed
         # 1329-60 Steering axle kit 69- narrowed

This exhaust is handmade in Belgium from stainless steel and has the Abarth look, so 
it is with 4 tail pipe outlets. They can be used on 25 H.P. and 30 H.P. engines. Sold 
by piece. Already some in stock.

# 1053 Abarth exhaust  25-30 H.P. / stainless steel

As from now these push rods will be manufactured in chromolybdene. This is 
a much better quality, the price has much increased too!

#1466
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new products

This seal consists of 2 parts (one small upright seal and the other long wide bend). 
Due to the increasing demand we have taken them also in our assortment. They 

can be used at the left as well as at the right. Sold by side. Already some in 
stock.

       # 7529 Seal vent wing for non opening windows Type 2 / 68-79

These are the new wheels which Flat 4 have now it their program (the 
original centercaps fit in these wheels). The wheels are sold without 
centercaps and bolts. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 9538 Flat 4 - 911 Style wheel  4.5x15 (5x130)

This banjo steering wheel is the same as our # 9570 but this wheel is black i.o. off-white. 
You can use the same adapters and horn buttons. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 9571 Flat 4 - Black Banjo steering Wheel

This overhead storage is mounted with clips between the headliner and the body. 
It’s very easy to fix and to remove without damaging the headliner. This rack is 

very practical for storage of e.g. a map which you can hardly put anywhere else 
because it is so large. You can use it of course for many other things. Sold by 
piece. Already some in stock.

# 2950 Overhead storage under headliner for Beetle till 1964 / Grey
# 2951 Overhead storage under headliner for Beetle till 1964 / 

These spark plugs are used on all Porsches 356 and 912. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 2018 Bougie Bosch W6BC

no longer available
# 0253, # 0514-30, # 0514-31, # 0771, # 0773, # 0890-99, # 1050-1, # 1236, # 1828, # 2071, # 2073, # 2074,
# 2102, # 2110-3, # 2650, # 3023, # 3160, # 3165, # 3175, # 4000, # 4001, # 4020, # 6014, # 9631, # 9898

This seal keeps a good connection between the engine and the oil dip stick tube of a Type 4 engine. 
From experience we know that these seals can become very hard and/or get teared, which can provoke 
a leakage of oil. As from now we have them in stock. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 1885 boot on dip stick tube - Type 4

changes pricelist

0007
0008
0050
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0318-1
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0440
0460

0464
0480
0481
0486-01
0486-02
0486-03
0486-04
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0666

0700-1
0709-1
0710-1
0747-5
0856
0889-01
0890-48
0890-49
0890-70L
0890-70R

0891-220
0898
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1044
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1210-1
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1286
1301-1
1312
1316
1347
1391-1
1391-2
1396-20
1396-21

1420
1421
1603-30
1603-31
1604
1660
1730
1732
2006-1
2008-1

2110
2120
2120-2
2130-2
2169
2445
4510
7100
7101
7490

7500-1
9300
9500
9800

risen

declined
0882-L
0882-R
0889-21
0889-22

0904
0904-01
0904-02
0904-03

0904-05
1624-1
1630
1705-01

1705-02
1706-01
1706-02
1707-01

1707-02
1708-01
1708-02

1709-01
1709-02
1709-03

1709-04
1709-05
1709-06

1709-07
1709-08
1709-09

1709-10
1709-11
7500

9519
9532
A-0705-1

We’ve got now also the complete VW Mexico motor in our assortment. The motor is in fact the same as our # 5503 
but it is with a construction so it is almost ready for assembly in your car. Here we have a small enumeration what’s 

all on it! Heat exchanger, doghouse or similar with cooling fan, oil cooler, distributor, coil, ignition wires, dynamo, V-belt, pulleys, 
carburettor, fuel pump, intake branch pipe, pressure plate, clutch plate. Striking for this engine is that the air cleaner and 

the exhaust are missing! We always advise to regulate the valves and to check that all is correct and well assembled 
and eventually to adjust it by specialised people. On principle we cannot give any guarantee on these motors. Sold 

by piece. Some already in stock.

# 5575 Complete 1600cc engine - VW Mexico


